**Week Eight in Salzburg! (SP 2007)**

**Tuesday:** A day at the movies! Our group watched Stefan Rusowitzky's new film *Die Fälscher* (The Counterfeiters) ([http://www.diefaelscher.at/](http://www.diefaelscher.at/))

**Thursday:** Excursion to Vienna: First stop: the former concentration camp in Mauthausen ([http://www.mauthausen-memorial.at/](http://www.mauthausen-memorial.at/))

Crematorium

Moloch: Weapons industry

the film on Tuesday)

Information about the counterfeiting operation (as we saw in
Todesstiege (Steps of death): As in many other concentration camps, one of the main functions of Mauthausen was slave labor: here, for the stone quarry located just outside the camp.
Inside the quarry

Vienna: Eis at the Hoher Markt
For this excursion to Vienna, the students were the tour guides. After researching their topics, they gave presentations on site.
Diana at the Holocaust Monument: Why are there no handles on the doors? What's underneath the monument?
Nick B at Michaelerplatz (Loos Haus): the house without eyebrows
Thursday night: Prater amusement park, dinner at the Schweizerhaus
(http://www.schweizerhaus.at/1024/index.html)

Stelzen, Kartoffelpuffer, Krautsalat
Friday morning: Nick G at the University of Vienna
Lauren debuts at the Burgtheater
Justin at the Parliament building: It's all Greek to him.
Libby at the Monument Against War and Fascism: Why is there barbed wire on the statue on the ground? Why do the stone bases of the statues look familiar? What happened here in 1945?
Helen at the Stefansdom:
Beth at the Karlskirche: the most baroque?
Kayleigh at the Stadtbahnpavilion: How can one tell that it is Jugendstil (art nouveau)?
Lindsey at the Secession Building: where are the owls?
Lunch break at the Naschmarkt
On the way to Belvedere

Schloss Belvedere: whose palace was this? whose paintings are now here?

Saturday Morning: Schönbrunn Palace
The Gloriette on the hill: where the Kaiser had his breakfast.

Sunday: Return to Salzburg, via Melk and Dürnstein

The Melk Abbey
One of the Abbey's most prominent guests
The Baroque room
The Marble Hall
A view of an arm of the Danube

In the library
Looking for that fragment of the Nibelungen Saga
Melk church
Dürnstein in the Wachau district: for what is this region well known? [http://www.duernstein.at/]
A view of the Danube
Lunch in the Heuriger

Is Nick G reconsidering the Kren-Challenge II?
The Dürnstein ruins on the hill: who was imprisoned here?